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WOMEN SEXUALLY AROUSED AND ATTRACTED TO PEOPE COMMITTING UGLY
CRIMES
FAMOUS CRIMINALS RECEIVING LOVING LETTER

PARIS - NEW YORK, 27.08.2015, 19:20 Time

USPA NEWS - Hybristophilia is the name of the fetishism describing people sexually aroused and attracted to people who have
committed cruel crimes such as murder or rape. It occurs more often in women than in men...

The person suffering from hybristophilia derives sexual arousal and pleasure from having a sexual partner who is known to have
committed an outrage or crime, such as rape, murder or armed robbery. In some cases, the person who is the focus of the sexual
desire is someone who has been imprisoned. In some cases also, the hybristophile may urge and coerce their partner to commit a
crime.

They are two kinds of hybristophiles : The passive one and the agressive one. The passive one represents the admirer sending
romantic and sexual fan mails. The groupie has no desire in taking part of criminal activity but is still is attracted to the man behind the
bars. The woman is usually delusional and will try to find excuses for what the criminal did. She wants to develop relationships with the
criminal, believes to be special, to be able to change her lover and have rescue fantasies. 

The aggressive hybristophile comprises the woman who actively helps the criminal to commit the crime or crimes. It can be luring
victims, hiding bodies, covering crimes or even commiting crimes. She is attached to the man because of his violent actions and wants
to receive love, yet is unable to understand that her lover is a psychopath who is manipulating her. Both the passive and aggressive
hybristophiles tend to end up in abusive or unhealthy relationships.
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